SINGLE MALTS
Glenlivet 12 yr | Rich . Vanilla . Oak - Balanced
Speyside, Scotland - Matured in a mixture of cask types, including
American & European Oak. American oak imparts vanilla notes and
gives the whisky its distinct smoothness. The mineral rich water from
Josie’s Well ensures the best possible results to form the flavors.
Macallan Double Cask 12 yr
Crafted to deliver a new style of Macallan. One that is the perfect
balance of 100% Sherry seasoned American and European Oak, a
great marriage of 2 wood types. Smooth, Sweet and balanced.
Macallan 12 yr | Rich - Fruit - Spice - Balanced
Matured at The Macallan distillery for a minimum of 12 years in
Sherry oak casks from Spain, this is a classic, full-bodied Single
Malt. Deliciously smooth palate of dried fruits, spice and wood
smoke, leads to notes of flowers and sherry on the finish.
Macallan 18 yr Sherry Oak * | Rich - Spice - Wood - Dried Fruit - Long
Outstanding, complex Single Malt, matured at The Macallan distillery
for a minimum of 18 years in selected Sherry oak casks from Spain.
Rich palate of dried fruits, spice, orange and wood smoke. Full-bodied,
lingering, smooth, elegant and aromatic finish.

BLENDED
Famous Grouse | Rich - Toast - Oak - Spice - Balanced
Fine malt whiskies are married with exceptional grain whiskies for
an unusually long period in fully seasoned oak casks, thus creating a
blend of the smoothest possible character.
Monkey Shoulder
A beautiful scotch with floral aromas blended with zesty citrus and
fresh fruit along with subtle hints of honey and spiced oak. Rich
vanilla flavor with sweet brown sugar and creamy toffee balanced
with notes of oak and dashes of spice. IWSC Gold Medal Winner
Chivas Regal Gold Signature 18 yr
Matured for a minimum 18 years and containing some of the rarest
scotch whiskies from Scotland, it’s said you can detect around 85
different flavor notes in Chivas 18. One of the best ultra-premium
Scotch whiskies in the world.
Johnnie Walker Blue Label * | Rich - Smoke - Honey - Spice - Long
Created from the rarest and most expensive whiskies in the world,
individually numbered and produced in limited quantities. Johnnie
Walker Blue has the authentic character and flavor of a traditional
19th century blend with traces of smoke, honey and spice on the
silky finish.

Nellis Scotch Club Society is $75 per year and includes any in-house
scotch for only $5 per shot. * Designated scotch is $20 per shot for
Society Members and $30 for Non-Members.
Society Members can bring in one bottle of scotch per month if the
Club does not carry their brand or year, a $2 corking fee will apply.

